Chapter 1

Brain Maps and the Visual Field

In the book, it mentions how people still don't know how all the separate properties of vision come together to bring about visual perception (pg.7). My question is if we were to lesion or interferer with certain areas in the brain that pertain to certain properties i.e. color would that lead to an alternate perception? -Steven Vargas
I had a request for clarification in regards to "inner screen"
theory. On page 12 (second paragraph on the left), it states the proposal of the theory, however, I am requesting that you clarify the relevance to "vision".
-Mona
I have not really thought about this 'cinema' screen in the back of our head or whereever it is in our head. If adjacent points in the cortex correspond to adjacent points in our image input (tonotopy), then if one part of the cortex is damaged, do we get a blind spot corresponding to that part of the cortex damaged? And since there are different areas of the cortex that have different functions like V1,V2,V3,V4, and so on..., does that mean there are different screens that overlap each other to form the finished picture that we 'see'?

How was it evolutionariliy helpful to process visual info contra-laterally and ipsilaterally ? msolano
	V. Braitenberg, 1984, Vehicles 

R.W. Doty, 2004, Unity from Duality, www.ane.pl/pdf/6317.pdf

My question relates to the answer the author provides as to why the world doesn't appear upside-down to the observer despite the fact the image on the retina is upside-down. Pg. 8 says "as long as there is a systematic correspondence between the outside scene and the retinal image...upside-down in the image is simply interpreted as right-way-up in the world". It goes on to reference glasses that can be worn that inverts the image so it is right-way-up on the retina. My question is if these glasses were worn by some animal from birth, would it potentially change the visual system of the animal (for example, inversion of receptive fields in striate cortex), and if after some period of development passed if the glasses were taken off could the animal adjust to the inverted image all other animals experience? -Andrew "James" Melrose


Consciousness

Within the first pages of the chapter they note that most vision scientists disregard consciousness as an aspect concerning seeing. While it may make the process much easier can that be disregarded? Doesn't ones consciousness determine if they absorb what they may be seeing? Or is seeing an automatic process that occurs whether one is conscious or not. Along those lines does seeing accost for comprehension or the mere account that a picture was created in the brain?  
-Halie
Although the chapter mentions that vision scientists pay little attention to the role of consciousness in their research I can seldom think of a time when a visual stimulus was not immediately preceded by a random thought.  How can the "inner screen" theory account for this phenomenon, I wonder? –Armando
Page 4: ". . .most vision scientists get on with the job of studying seeing without concerning themselves much with the issue of consciousness"

page 20: . . . visual system uses an assumption that light normally comes from above, and given this starting point, the ambiguous data in the image are interpreted accordingly - bumps become hollow and vice versa on inversion.

How can vision scientists disregard consciousness when it seems like it requires consciousness to makes assumptions when it comes to inverted
pictures?   or trying to interpret the motion of an object? is it going up
or down or left or right?

Visual Resolution (Acuity)
Ref pages 9-10 Is there a "pixel threshold" for the average, healthy human visual system?  In other words, what size is the smallest detail the average, healthy human visual system can perceive? –Zsuzsa
When I was reading the gary level resolution, the author describes the pixels between human and computers. It says the pixels in computers are varied because of the memory of the computer. For this reason, I am wondering how we define pixels in the retinal image. Is it varied by the number of cells on our retina, or depends on how much lights enter our eyes? Since I have never seen a low pixels picture by my eyes, I do not think that the low pixels occur because of not enough memory. In addition, I also can see things clearly in a relatively dark situation. Therefore, I do not think that it depends on the light. Maybe the pixels are so huge that we could not form the quantization effect in our mind. -Tze Chun Chow

Eye movements and vision
There's a helpful point on page 12 (column 2, paragraph 2) that separates the role of eyes from the role of vision; I don't know that I had ever separated the two before. -Lauren Tyler (Eye movements and vision?)
I may have missed it in the book, but it says that the way we proses an image is similar to that of a digital camera and TV.  I have heard that before and it makes me wonder if design for the tv/camera technology was inspired by knowledge of the way we see, or if this theory came about after the tv/camera.  Which makes me wonder if the theory came afterwards did it somehow have an impact on the theory and how we think about vision?
~erin barney

Illusions
Since the first chapter covered the basics of sight (the technical stuff), I thought it would be neat to show some other optical illusions (like the Ames chair) and how they looked when seen from a different angle. Below is a link that will demonstrate how "3D" sidewalk chalk-art looks when seen from another angle. At the bottom of the webpage is also the step-by-step creation of one of the chalk-artist's masterpieces. Very cool! – Sabra http://newundersol.blogspot.com/2010/11/optical-illusion-2-street-art.html
I did not fully understand the author's statements concerning the checkerboard with the shadow.  He does not refer to this kind of thing (the two squares looking like they have different shades of gray) as an illusion.  If it is not an illusion, yet you perceive the squares as different than what they really are in reality, what is it? -Russ
The topic that I found most interesting throughout chapter one was the vertical-horizontal illusion on page 17. Example 1.16c states that the brim of the hat is as wide as the hat is tall, although it does not appear to look that way. It’s interesting that the perceptual mechanisms responsible for this illusion are not understood. One thing that is understood, as stated in the chapter, that “the eye is by no means always to be trusted. Seeing is not always believing…” It leads me to wonder, is this the reason stylists and fashion magazines advise their clients or readers to wear vertical striped shirts rather than horizontal striped shirts so their torso looks longer and skinnier rather than shorter and wider?
-Chrystelle
Ch. 1 - How do our minds "fill in" the missing information from visual illusions consisting of objects we have never seen before? (inspired by the pallisade illusion on page 22) -Jillian Boelke




Week 2 Tuesday April 5: Perception as an Inverse Problem; exploiting natural constraints
Chapter 2	Seeing Shape from Texture	29

Perspective, shape and distance

Perspective Projection (p. 31-32)
I am confused on the relationship between perspective projection and the perspective painting, figure 2.5 on page 32 I am also unclear on the definition of perspective projection -Maria

How does finding shape from texture equate to finding distance from texture? Specifically, how do we know that is is a slant on the x-axis causing a change in texel size and not just some distance cue such as convergence causing the same change? (From example on pages 34-36)  =Jordan
I understand what the parameters (p,q) and (slant, tilt) means but I'm unsure how to use them.  Given a real-life problem how would I apply this information to figure out how a 2-D image is perceived as 3-D.  Would I just do as the example did on page 44 and 50?: and just figure out each levels of analysis? –Victoria

While I was reading the relationship between tangent orientation and slanted world surface. I found that they appear all the times. When I was watching the World Cup 2010, I found that there were a 3D volkswagen logo on the center of the soccer field. I couldn't understand the principle when I was watching. And I focused on every shot of the logo. I found out that when the camera angle change, the 3D logo disappear and the circle form of the logo turns to ellipse. I was so glad that I read this chapter since it helps me to understand the principle of the back-projects models. However, I still have questions about this chapter. In page 36, the authors mentions that we can find p and q by looking to the look-up table. However, I am wondering how the look-up table formed. Does the look-up table on page 36 fits all situations? -Tze Chun Chow
 


Development

My question for the Ch. 2 reading has to do with the overall ideas presented linking seeing shape to texture. My question is, are these mechanisms by which the visual system discerns shape from the different aspects of texture (for example on page 35 where q is being found based on the ratios of the texture densities, with "the magnitude of the ratio Rcd increasing as the surface slope increases," so the visual system discerning slope through the inhomogeneous properties of the texture) innate or are they learned. By this I mean are these different strategies used by the visual system something we are supposedly born with or is it acquired through experience, and if the latter would it be possible to manipulate how we perceived depth if these shape cues were somehow altered with regard to the physical world? -Andrew
From the reading, the phenomenon of size constancy is discussed.(Pg.41) This got me thinking about how in different environments the way the visual system develops can be altered. Which makes me think if you were raised in a different visual environment could this phenomenon be blocked or no longer observed?
-Steven Vargas
Much of chapter two talks about the ways in which we see texture but in a sense isn't most of our perception of texture based upon assumptions and previous knowledge and experience with the substance? Our eyes can easily be fooled by angle changes, like the Ames room presents, so we must also rely heavily on past experiences and knowledge of the material that is being examined. –Halie

Isotropy

I wanted more clarification on the isotropy method and its two different algorithms. I’m confused about its circular texels and tangent distributions?? On pg. 47. -Chrystelle

Is Natural Computation Mathematical?
 Based on chapter 2 of our textbook, Marr’s  computational framework of biological vision is setting up a sort of template/outline to use in order to investigate the problem our visual system encounters and solves in our daily existence.  Using the Marr’s framework the problem of shape from texture was broken down and solved as an example.   Because Marr’s framework is  flexible as long as the basic requirements are met any and possibly all visual problems can be solved.  My question is, are our book’s authors proposing that our brain completes mathematical calculations while processing visual images?  Or do they propose that mathematics is the most accurate way for us to possibly solve the problems of our visual system encounters and solves. – Zsuzsa
My question for this chapeter is will it ever be possible for a computer to be able calculate the proper algarythms that humans calculate without actually computing it? Also, how are humans able to calculate these mathmatical problames without thinking consciously about it and still able to solve the problem? -Adam

I was researching Marr's Tri-Level Hypothesis when I came across Pylyshyn's proposed 'fourth level,' which he has dubbed Functional Architecture (F.A.).  It would be placed between the algorithmic and hardware levels: "...if it is assumed that cognition is the result of the brain's 'running of a program,' then the F.A. is the language in which that program has been written."  "F.A....offers an escape from 'the homunculus problem.' F.A. is comprised of a set of primitive operations or functions. This means that these basic functions cannot be explained by being further decomposed into less complex ("smaller") subfunctions. Instead, they must be explained by appealing to implementational properties (e.g., for human cognition, properties of the human brain)." 	 Would there ever really be a need to determine how to use this proposed "language," except in the case of designing relatively basic (compared to the human brain) computer programs?   If the expected results are occuring (i.e. the eyes absorb light/texture, then the brain is made aware of that light/texture pattern, and the human involved would act on that information), then why would we ever need to go into depth about how its done? Do you think that we could one day crack this "language of the mind" and interpret/fix all of our respective mental disorders?   I do not, and do not think that Pylyshyn would need to denote such a 'fourth' step in this hypothesis. It seems like cognitive overkill. –sabra
	Analogy of CPU instruction set 

chapter 2
Knowing that some animals can see miles away, underwater, ultraviolet rays, in the dark, or a whole 360 degrees makes me think that the "pinhole" design for human eyes can be improved. Is it advantageous for us to have photoreceptors in the back of our eye? Is it advantageous to have a fovea instead of spreading out cones and rods throughout the retina? –Jody Mak
	Mike Land’s landscape of eye designs, G:\DONS\teaching\212\evol\fernald.pdf 





Week 2 Thursday April 7: 	
Chapter 3 	Seeing with Receptive Fields	55
      I was just curious about how a receptor sends info to multiple cells in the striate. Does it send the the signal down a single axon that then has synapses with multiple cells, or do multiple axons form synapses with the cell then converge to form the optic nerve? Or am I completely wrong, and it's something else entirely? -Mark Sanderson
	Mostly the second: receptive field is shaped by dendritic tree

Why? Converging inputs -> converging evidence, deals with false alarms 

The question I have for this reading is based off of pages 57-58 talkting about the receptive field becoming active with a bar at a particular angle. I remember seeing a video with a cat placed in a device and the bars where measured in the cats field of vision and they used a black bar. Would this same task have the same outcome if the bar was a red or blue color verses a black color or are these bars only picked up by the rods only.  Adam Shedek
	Luminance or achromatic contrast can be from cones or rods

Color and orientation processed separately (Livingston and Hubel, blobs in V1), or together (McCollough aftereffect)


I want to ask how we can determine the "edge detectors" and "slit detectors." This is because the slit detector are surrounded by two positive or negative fields. However, the edge detectors only have two rows with positive and negative field. For this reason, how can we distinguish these two cells in actual life? 
Tze Chun Chow (Henry)
	Why so many slit detectors, on a ‘trigger feature’ model?

Alternative: sine and cosine wavelets in a population code (p69)

When in the visual process do simple cells and their receptive fields analyze the edges in our vision? Are two images (one from each eye) combined to form one image before the brain assesses what kinds of edges or slits there are? Or does it figure out what edges there are in both the images and then, in a way, average the edges out to form one image? -Jody Mak
	Newton and the chiasm; monocular LGN, monoc/binocular stages in V1; McCollough effect and interocular transfer.


page 59: How would you know that the area stimulated by the microelectrode was activated by the stimulation and not due to the insertion of the microelectrode?  What if the lesion created by the insertion actually caused the activation of those neurons? – Victoria
	Cell death under the electrode indicated by rapid firing for a few sec…and in daily life??

My question in regards to the chapter 3 reading is on page 64 under "different cells for different places". Does convolution, the technical term for applying a given receptive field type all over an image, have to do anything with the homogeneity of the texture? Or does it have to do with the cells response to "on-center" and "off-center"?  -Mona Moshtaghi
	


This is not so much a question as it is a request for clarification of diagrams 3.11 & 3.12.  I feel as if I understand the main gist but every time I re-read the section the book's wording seems to confuse me as opposed to helping me. Armando
I need some clarification regarding the term "population code" on page 68. My interpretation of the term is that a channel of neurons tuned for a certain orientation will have a different activity level depending on how close the stimulus is to their preferred orientation and if we combined the strength of these neuron firings we get a total population activity = population code.  Just like the "orientation weighted mean" the population code will determine if there is a vertical bar present or not - if the preferred orientation is a vertical bar, of course.  Am I correct in my interpretation?  -Zsuzsa Morgan
	


So the book describes all the sorts of orientation tuning, and edge detection, and how these different aspects of distinguishing between things in the visual fields are pooled together (to create an average orientation for each section of the retina for example), but is there any form of theory in place as to where or how these different features are pooled back together (if in fact they are pooled together) to get the sensation of viewing a specific object? Or is the recognition of an object more of just a coincidental byproduct of massive amounts of local processing? -James Melrose
The 'edge detector' cells are pretty cool!  I was wondering if they respond to shadows.   In other words, does visual computation at that level know the difference between an edge of a shadow and an edge of a real object?  -Russ DuBois
	Population vs local codes (unresolved issue?); Mike May and shadows 

I do not understand why the brain would not be able to connect parameter values to objects. As the brain is able to construct both but it cannot connect the two together to create a comprehensive construct? - Halie 
In the book it mentions how red, blue, green cones are used to come up with all the range of colors we see(pg.69).My question is about how visual displays use RGB to make color displays and how similar is it to our visual system in terms of the use of receptive fields? -Steven Vargas

Week 3 Tuesday April 12:  Presentations: Victoria; 
Chapter 4	Seeing Aftereffects: The Psychologist's Microelectrode	75
Exner: Motion Aftereffect, apparent motion, and direction-selective cells
G:\DONS\teaching\159\demos\maedemo.exe; 
http://neuroportraits.eu/portrait/sigmund-exner; combined adaptation horizontal and vertical drifting gratings

I think that Recalibration Hypothesis should be discussed in class, and the things that make it more viable than Fatigue Hypothesis. Pages 82-83, & 94-95 –Jonathan
	Is fatigue inevitable?
	Does adaptation have benefits? Barlow & MacLeod 1976
	Different time constants for learning vs fatigue? McCollough

McCollough may involve both (Vul et al)...
G:\DONS\talks\SfN 2007 ME.ppt 
	Face Adaptation: why recalibrate here? Fatigue after all??
	The case of afterimages. Maintained discharge vs signaling change http://www.michaelbach.de/ot/col_lilacChaser/index.html
	Aftereffects can be a good research tool either way, for instance:http://psy2.ucsd.edu/~dmacleod/publications/78HeMacLeod2001.pdf




On page 88 we see the contrast sensitivity function grating. My question is how reliable is this grating in determining how well a person sees compared to the Snellen test which optometrists use to determine visual acuity. -Steven Vargas
	CSF is slow but Snellen is quick for resolution limit…
	G:\DONS\teaching\159\demos\pelli-robson.tif also quick for peak contrast sensitivity
	Which is better as a driving test?

I found a few interesting things to share regarding the topics of the chapter:
http://www.123opticalillusions.com/pages/right-or-left.php
http://www.123opticalillusions.com/pages/Bezold_Effect.php
http://www.123opticalillusions.com/pages/dot_whirlpool.php  -Mona
The book mentioned that there was a study that showed that "Asians show little difference between vertical/horizontal and obliques when compared with Caucasians--even Asians brought up in a westernized environment which emphasized vertical and horizontal features." What difference does this make?  Does this mean that in any given environment, what would be salient to a Caucasian person would not be to an Asian? Did they take into consideration the cultural differences, which may or may not have influenced Asians during the "critical period" or can this difference be attributed to genetics and genetics alone?  --Tiffany Lai
	Role of carpentered environment (Deregowski), still debated. Genetic??


I did not quite understand the uniform joint distribution and wanted more clarification on the topic and its three conditions of probability. – Chrystelle/Maria Hukkelas
	Using uncorrelated coordinates (Barlow recalibration)
Alternative uncorrelated coordinates: major axis and minor axis?

	
If we have been in a dark room for a while and then suddenly the lights turn on, our eyes become temporarily strained. Does the adaptation to the darkness of the room create a negative afterimage that is bright and irritating? Or is this a result from alternating the use from rods to cones? -Jody Mak

How do after effects or after images help explain a relationship between neurophysiology to psychology? -Marisol

On page 103 of the book it states that "[contingent aftereffects] can last for weeks if the initial adaptation is long enough (e.g., half an hour or so)." So this is saying that by viewing the colored bars, our brains learn to associate the two, and this effect can last for a very long time after.
My comment is, how do we know how well we are actually perceiving our surroundings, and how much of what we see on a day to day basis is our brain filling in reality with heuristics? -Andrew Melrose

Are you aware if there was/is any person whose visual system adapted to a certain environmental stimulus (besides darkness) who consequently couldn't perceive the world like other people can. For example eskimos who live their lives in a mostly white, sort of homogenous environment, is their visual system less likely to process a more colorful, organic environment such as jungle or green, lush fields with flowers?  -Zsuzsa Morgan
	Can red-green deficient observers compensate?


The question I have this week is a little off the reading pertaining to the precautionary note on page 79. How in fact does a diagram or even a flashing bulb cause a seizure? I know we lightly covered it in another class, but I would like to know just to clear up my misunderstanding of it. -Adam Shedek
	Cortical activation (but: small region sufficient: Pokemon); Migraines in the scanner; Arnold Wilkins

I wanted elaboration on how after-images help understand the physiology of the brain, I read that it helps us study neurons indirectly but wanted more info. Also why the need to come up with more illusions illustrating more after-effects, does each aftereffect explain something different?  -Marisol

Week 3 Thursday April 14:  Presentations: Mark Sanderson, Sarah-Nicole (from Ch 3)
Chapter 5 	Seeing Edges	111
I was wondering how well computers could detect edges (seeing as how we still can't seem to build a robotic "eye" that can see as well as a human eye can), and I found this simple, but encouraging video of a computer program that can "see" edges. I thought it was pretty interesting that we can program a basic computer camera to distinguish between background and an object (the white card). Hopefully we will soon be able to program a computer to do even more than just detect edges one day –Sabra http://wn.com/edge_detection
For the chapter 5 reading, Seeing Edges, I found this article and its relevance to topics in the chapter, such as computerized algorithms and its application to analyzing the algorithms in order to predict cancer patients' outcome, for example. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20491597 -Mona
	Also convoldemo.m?

The book talks a lot about reducing noise and how it might be done,  but it doesn't mention where noise comes from or how it is produced.  If our eyes are capable of reducing such noise and it only exists in devices then how do we know that our own visual system is noisy? - victoria

Why we need to reduce the noise of the image? We reduce the noise in sound because we can get a more clear soundtrack and have a higher sound quality. However, we make the image blur when we reduce the noise of it. For this reason, I do not understand why we need to make the image blur to continue the study. –Henry
	Best compromise between blur and Noise? (Norbert Wiener)

How would you propose that an organism decides what an acceptable level of signal to noise ratio is for edge detection, and how would that be encoded from a physiological and evolutionary perspective? The chapter goes over a computational method for determining it but does not really connect it to the biology. -Chris Kim
The 'computational approach' to detecting edges is very interesting but I was wondering what other theories of edge detection there are besides Marr's.  Also, I do not understand why simply the existence of edge detecting cells is suffice to percieve edges of objects.  "Bars are a species of edge feature, as we considered in Ch. 3...we showed how bar orientation could be computed from the outputs of a group of simple cells whose preferred stimul were bars of different orientations." Page 112-113 -Russ Dubois
I'm a little bit confused about the Laplacain receptive field. I understand how the weighting works to give the center a  higher value, but how does that correlate with a center-surround receptive field? Is the center of a receptive field more sensitive than the surround? Or is the Laplacian receptive field just a model? -Mark Sanderson /
 I am having some trouble understanding the difference between the first derivative and the second derivative. I get that one has to do with noticing changes in the images and the other with changes within the changes. My problem lies with the graphs on pg. 122, can you clarify what the graph is showing?-Andrew Melrose /Could you go over pages 121 and 122 about measuring gradients in an image intensities landscape and measuring changes in gradients? I have read it a few times and I am having a hard time trying to grasp the procedure that the book goes into detail about. -Adam Shedek

  Receptive field weightings, While it makes sense that where you focus is more clear it does not make sense to me how it gradually fades as you circle out form the point of focus. When looking at an object my vision seems to be as specific at the edges as it is directly off the focus point.  -Halie

Why is it that the first derivative (image intensity gradients) cannot be measured with an isotropic receptive field but it can be done for the second derivative (changes in image gradients) using a laplacian receptive field?? Pg. 125 – Chrystelle
	Result of rotating the 1D derivative receptive field?


Can something like image gradient be used to see depth in a picture, and not just contrast and edges? How does our visual system work differently with 3-D images versus 2-D images? -Jordan  /I understand that the brightness or intensity of light is the main factor in determining edges. How do edge detectors account for lightwaves of different wavelengths but with the same intensity and magnitude? -Jody Mak
I find it close to impossible that after our visual system places so many "filters" on the incoming information - eliminating noise, identifying edges with with different scales, e.t.c. - there is still something left of the image that resembles the real object in the the world. As I wrote this, it occurred to me that maybe this is the reason that so many neurons process the same image on the same level ( in the convolution tray) so they independently filter out the info and then the picture is put together on the next level of brain processing, thi sway we don't "lose" the image during processing. I guess I didn't have a question, after all.  Zsuzsa Morgan
I was wondering how well computers could detect edges (seeing as how we still can't seem to build a robotic "eye" that can see as well as a human eye can), and I found this simple, but encouraging video of a computer program that can "see" edges. I thought it was pretty interesting that we can program a basic computer camera to distinguish between background and an object (the white card). Hopefully we will soon be able to program a computer to do even more than just detect edges one day -Sabra

Week 4 Tuesday April 19:  Jordan Douthitt, Tiffany Lai
Chapter 6 	Seeing and the Retina	133 
In regards to the end of chapter 6 on page 154, can you elaborate on this statement: "the recent investigation that the retina has mechanisms that suppress global movement signals deriving from eye movements that would otherwise complicate the detection of local movements arising from objects."- Mona 

Week 4 Thursday April 21:   Victoria Kha
Chapter 7 	Seeing Figure from Ground	155
One of the gestalt grouping principles for seeing was proximity. I was wondering how we are able to see space and depth in order to see things like proximity? Page 157 –Jordan
http://www.moillusions.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/Mysterious-Dalmatian-Optical-Illusion.jpg How come when we look at an illusion like this one, and once we separate the figure from the background we cannot unsee it? however for an illusion like this one: http://www.sapdesignguild.org/resources/optical_illusions/images/faces.gif, we can choose to see either two faces looking at each other or a black vase against a white background? –Victoria
In figure 7.13, Marr uses the program to form a "busy" raw primary sketch. Then, he makes a high level structural description which is a simple sketch of a chair. Does it means that the high level description are easily to understand and precept? –Henry  /In chapter 8 on pg. 163, what makes the full primal sketch a "higher level" than the raw primal sketch since it does not make explicit anything about what entities in the scene "caused" the image regions?? – Chrystelle  / On page 164 "Another Example of Grouping Process" was confusing to me. There were several "grouped clusteres of edge segments" shown in 7.13 but at the end the "high level structural description" only contained 10 of them. Why were so meny more grouped together if only a few were used to do the final representation? Or were most of the segements lined up end to end to create longer segments?  Zsuzsa Morgan

The book made mention of ways that the visual system miss something even if you are trying to look for it. For example figure 7.18, it is hard to find the square that is there even if you are specifically looking for it. I found a clip of a visual task that seems easy but many people can't correctly count a ball being passed that seemed relevant.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJG698U2Mvo
-Andrew
Here are some interesting Johannson movies I found last week on the website below. It is pretty incredible how easy it is to tell what is going on in movie, even though they are just some dots moving around. -Sabra  http://astro.temple.edu/~tshipley/mocap/dotMovie.html
In page 168 it talks about camouflage. My question is that all though camouflage does it make it harder to spot certain objects eventually something gives it away, is it possible for something to blend so well into its surroundings that it would be very difficult to spot even with high amounts of scrutiny. Or is this in the realm of science fiction and more of a type of invisibility? -Steven Vargas
Gestalt means form or configuration; This chapter is explaining how we can use grouping principles to be able to understand constraints. What I found interesting is how we used this knowledge to create art work. I searched for the Op Art and found very interesting images. This is just one example. http://www.flickr.com/photos/david_lewis_baker_arts/2767361531/ -Maria Martinez
What does it mean to say that object processing can happen through top down/conceptdriven processing? What creates the illusion of the triangle in the Kanizsa´s triangle? -maria sand hukkelås 
****
I found this interesting article pertaining to one of the presentation's this past Thursday. It elaborates of the Ortho-K contact which really is some great new technology "reshaping" the eye a little bit at a time! There's probably even more current updates floating around, as this was published one year ago, but I thought it was still relevant. http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/04/100420161224.htm ~Sarah-Nicole Bostan~
 
Week 5 Tuesday April 26: 
Chapter 8	Seeing Objects	173
I was confused by Beiderman's Theory of Object Recognition at first because I couldn't understand how one could transform these simple geons into more complex objects (like curved or intricate items).  Then I came across this website that explained it really well for me: http://faculty.mercer.edu/spears_a/studentpages/geon/webpage.html
 It described the different "digits" that geons can be warped by in order to be turned into different objects. The different digits are edges, symmetry, sweep, axis, and a fourth dimension, object relations. –Sabra
On page 182 talking about Tinbergern's experiment, If the chicks learn the pattern of the shadow from other chicks making them take cover, what is it that will allow them to know the direction of the motion in the bird to equal predator vs being safe. Say one chick is facing on direction and one is another, how would they perceive which direction would be considered a falcon vs a goose? -Adam


On pg. 191,Biederman has show that objects can be recognized if only a few geons are visible. Can geons make even the most complex objects be recognizable with utilizing only a few of them?? If so, how does this work?? - Chrystelle
I was looking at the point on pg. 201 about bottom up and top down influencing how we see the flyer 8.32. It reminded me of a paragraph we read in a psychology class in which the whole paragraph was misspelled but could be read very fluently and unless told that it was misspelled people did not tend to notice. I think this is an interesting phenomenon. Could this explain why noticing grammatical mistakes requires constant checking and proof reading and even then some mistakes are not found? Here is an example of this phenomenon.
I cdnuolt blveiee taht I cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrd waht I was rdanieg: the phaonmneel pweor of the hmuan mnid. Aoccdrnig to a rseearch taem at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer in waht oredr the ltteers in a wrod are, the olny iprmoatnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteer be in the rghit pclae. The rset can be a taotl mses and you can sitll raed it wouthit a porbelm. Tihs is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe. Such a cdonition is arppoiatrely cllaed Typoglycemia :)-  Amzanig huh? Yaeh and you awlyas thguoht slpeling was ipmorantt. -Steven Vargas

On page 201 in the Bottom Up and Top Down section it describes a printing error on a pamphlet, how is it that our vision is easily tricked into perceiving something that isn't really there. Is the brain always taking short cuts to fill in what should be there from what is actually there? –Adam
	Phonemic restoration (Warren) ; Bregman’s fragments with occluder… http://www4.uwm.edu/APL/demonstrations.html

I think that Biederman's theory of object recognition is faulty.  It seems incomplete because geons and their relations between each other don't work for real everyday objects. For example, an apple is easily distinguished by the human eye even though it doesn't have the joints and edges needed (according to Biederman's theory) to recognize it is as different from other items like an orange or a ball.  -Sabra Baran/ I understand that research on object recognition is still in its infancy but it's just difficult for me to imagine that any of the theories listed in the text could possibly "handle" the objects in a basic human environment.  It seems that stylized objects can fit the theories but complex real life type objects are harder to imagine to be matched by either geons or axis type volumetric primitives.   Zsuzsa Morgan


How would those who advocate that the visual system recognizes objects based on the idea of combinations of geons explain something like a Johansson movie where these geons are entirely absent, yet we can still tell what we are looking at?
-James Melrose
Saw an old music video that had dancers dressed in black and outfitted with lights at various joints - points that help make the at-first seemingly random "night" backing into lights dancing with the artists. Esp at around 2:00
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zUJqYx4Z9js -Celina Duong



Regarding object recognition, is there a limit to how many higher level symbols can be stored in the brain in order to consolidate lower level symbols with? How does the brain handle the bombardment of so many possible new visual symbols coming in? -Chris


Considering the massive computer power we have today, why not just make a very calculative seeing machine, even if it is not exactly the same as our own visual system? –Jordan

Could you go more into depth about the latest studies concerning the right fusiform gyrus and how it is activated when attending to faces and nonfaces? I know this question does not pertain to the chapter but i wanted to know a little bit more about it. -tiffany lai

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OKd56D2mvN0
this device is said to help the blind to see and allow for the production of an image in the visual cortex by using mechanoreceptors on the tongue. 
The pathway used by the tongue is similar to the pathway that allows for touch perception.  So would the pathway that can produce an image by using mechanoreceptors be the same image that is produced by touch mechanoreceptors? -victoria

HOFFMAN:

This question does have to do with object recognition/CH8 but is based more so on David Hoffman's "User Interfaces in Perception" article. It rebuked the Principle of Faithful Depiction based on technicalities and the vicious cycle of Bayes' Circle. I guess I have a problem with this b/c even though I'm not advocating for veridical perception, isn't the principle of faithful depiction still a useful generalization to make?
Isn't it true that our visual system has a limited amount of cognitive resources it can put into any one task, and therefore, prescribes the "best" judgment to be the most likely one? Since this is an evolutionarily adaptive measure, why would we simply discard it (as stimulus generalization usually works, except in cases like the jewel beetle)?
-Sarah-Nicole Bostan

On page 195 in the book, there is a figure 8.29 Shepard and Metzler's experiment on mental rotation. In Mike May's situation (as well as people who lack the ability to perceive 3-D), how does he compute the 'mental rotation' of an object? Or is he incapable of doing so? –Mona
My question is in regards to chapter 8 again.  I have read the section "criteria for a 'good' representation of shape' (page 188) a few times and am having a hard time understanding it and being able to apply it to the different theories that are discussed in the book.  Can you please explain.  Russ DuBois
Week 5 Thursday April 28: 
Chapter 9	Seeing with Brain Cells	205
I was looking up demo videos of Hubel and Wiesel, and this one came up.  They hooked up an anethisized cat to a viewing machine, and took readings from simple nerve cells in its brain.  This video shows that they had hooked up to one that was only activated by a black dot going over the edge of the screen. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOHayh06LJ4&feature=related –Sabra
One idea that has been debated is that receptive fields increase in complexity as processing continues further into the brain. (simple cells--> complex cells --> hypercomplex cells) Depending on what is being processed could the simple cells for one pathway be the complex or hypercomplex cell of another process? Or do all the cells play the same role and it's only until the visual cortex that these images are understood? –Tiffany
	Simple = X  (parvo), complex = Y (magno) ?


Could we discuss the different types of retinal ganglion cells in class, and what each is specifically for. Pages 211-212 -Jordan

In pg. 212 it talks about how we categories/ identify objects quickly and then if we want we get the more fine details later. Is this why we can be walking and have a good sense of our surroundings but not until we focus in on something can we see the details like birds in trees, read signs, ect.?
-Steven Vargas
	Foveation


In figure 9.6, the left and right LGN receive signal from the both eyes; however, the picture behind the striate cortex only show half of the image. For this reason, I am wondering why the LGN need to receive signal from both eyes without using it, or they use the information for other reason. -Tze Chun Chow/ if the optic chiasm was lesion would we still perceive an entire image or would part of the image be missing?  If the image is not distorted or parts of it is not missing how does our brain fill in this information? 
In split brain patients how would information still be sent to the other side of the brain? - victoria

	Newton and the function of the chiasm


So I am still confused on the whole idea of ocularity. p221. The idea of the 4C layer of the cortex being denser makes sense but I do not understand how that translates the monkey only viewing the patterned stimulus with only one eye.
Halie
	The paradoxical failure of utrocular discrimination


In all these studies mapping out what different brain areas see and respond to using single cell recordings, it seems as though they are almost exclusively done in non-human animals. Is there any possibility that these experiments are leading research down an incorrect pathway? -James Melrose/ On page 209 there is a brief mention of the inferotemporal cortex  and lobe although it's noted that it is on illustration 9.8 I can't find it there or anywhere for that matter.
If I recall correctly in my sensation and perception class we learned about the IT cortex in monkeys and it was compared to the fusiface area in humans but there was no mention of IT in humans. There is a reference on this page to ch 10, which I haven't read yet. I was wondering, is the IT and FFA areas closely related in face recognition? Why are those areas only mentioned independent from one another? I remember in my sensation and perception textbook it wasn't even clear that humans also have an IT area, it read as if only monkeys had it. Zsuzsa Morgan
	http://www.pnas.org/content/105/49/19514.full Tsao et al comparison with humans.

The book states that the neural code for which processing the visual data and turning it into a form of feature representation is not found yet. Is there any thought to how this might occur? Or is everything just speculative at this point? We can correlate brain activity and "hypercolumns" with retinoic activity but appear to still have no idea of how "awareness" takes place. Chris
My question for this week is about the aspect of the visual lines of orientation, is it the entire visual cortex that see's the same type orientations throughout as the example seems to states or did I not interpret it correctly. -Adam Shedek

Week 6 Tuesday May 3: 
Chapter 10	Seeing with Brain Maps	229

How viable is the ice cube model in actuality for our visual map in the striate cortex. –Jordan

Could you go over the equation v=f(u) and figure 10.4 on page 232? The wording seems to make sense but the map in figure 10.4 is confusing as to how it reflects mapping for brain cells. James Melrose


I thought that this page was quite informative as to how the human striate cortex is arranged.  

The picture toward the middle depicts how the occipital lobe is related to the visual field of the eyes. http://vision.ucsf.edu/hortonlab/ResearchProgram.html -Sabra

	www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1298209/.../taos00001-0050.pdf


On pg. 240, Elsdale and Wasoff noticed that the number of fingers on ahand acted as a boundary condition on the number and type of singularities that could occur. I would like more clarification on the three types of singularities that occur in fingerprints and it's four flavors... I'm a bit confused about what they are or mean?? – Chrystelle

The section about orientation and direction on page 246, was puzzling to me. If the cortex area V2 does not respond to movement how can "direction" be identifiable when it comes to orientation? To me, if a line is not moving or I am not capable of recognizing its movement then I cannot assign a direction to it, only an orientation. Is there something missing from the text or am I missing something while reading it?
 Zsuzsa Morgan

In figure 10.10, it shows the orientation map in V2, and it indicates the orientation to which that cortical region is most sensitive. However, there is a "star" among lines. I am wondering what the "star" stands for.
Henry Tze Chun Chow

I am not fully grasping the orientation map in on page 236 10.11 description, does this mean our receptive fields have a map that is also in color? -Adam



Could you explain the function of the stripes in V2? I didn't understand the points on thick, thin, and interstripes. The book also says that "within V2, adjacent stripes respond to same region of retina, ensuring that the retinotopic map found in V1 is approximately preserved in V2" (pg 248). Aren't these stripes just  intermediate checkpoints from V1 to the extrastriate? What is the point of characterizing V2 as a different area from V1? - Jody Mak

page 250: So the IT area of the brain is activated to represent different view of a face.  Does that mean that the IT area of the brain will only detect a face but not the details in a person face? When the book is referring to face does that only include a humans face or can IT also detect non-human faces such as primates? - Victoria


On page 251 there is a figure 10.32 which talks about different research done on area IT, which makes me think that it might involve some type of motion when viewing although there theory of view point in time seems to fit too.
-Steven Vargas

I like the idea presented (although dismissed) that each neuron in the brain can represent multiple states, similar to the way a computer would use memory registers with a 0 or 1 state (binary). What would be wrong with the picture of having localized areas of the brain for specific parameters with multiple possible states with each localized area? Maybe not necessarily something as small as 10 states but even a 100. Wouldn't that lend itself to the idea that perception is exponential? Chris Kim


Week 6 Thursday May 5: 
Chapter 11	Seeing and Complexity Theory	255
The book talked about a spider's moveable retina. Was it saying that spiders do have feature detectors that it matches with any object. Wouldn't this take too long to match every object of interest to be of survival worth? –Jordan
I don't really understand univariate responses versus variable unit responses? I think I grasp how univariate responses correspond to one value unit at a time and variable units respond to multiple values of parameters- but the two graphs they used to illustrate this point in the book lost me. Can we have a more clear example in a real-life situation? pg. 258 CH 11 ~Sarah-Nicole Bostan~
Ch. 11: On pg. 263, the book states that both the spider neuron, and the grandmother neuron raises many problems and aren't great for representing vision. Then on pg. 278, it states that sparse coding might alow you to not over load your brain but still has its implications. In the summary it states, "the idea of grandmother cells faces considerable computational problems, but it does at least have the merit of being consistent with sparse coding and with the constraints on the amount of energy available to the brain". What does this mean?? – Chrystelle
page 267: objection 4. At first I wanted to ask how we are able to recognize an object when looking at something upside down, but then I realized, well that's in the horizontal direction so we should be able to recognize the image.  So my next question was to ask, well how do we perceive different orientation if we don't need to encode all possible parameters and does this have anything to do with why looking at image on its side we have to tilt our head to make out what the image is? - victoria
In figure 11.16, there are carrots and bananas. As the objection 6 said, we only encode yellow bananas and orange carrots. However, we still can recognize the carrot with other colors. For example, we can recognize the black bananas and perceived as rotten bananas. Does it mean that we would not only encode the original color and shape, and we would encode all forms of that items? -Henry
In pg. 277 it mentions Grandmother cells and how recent research has found cells that could be considered of this type but is it really convenient for us to have cells that are that specific considering what would happen if you were to lose it? –Steven
	Category-specific recognition impairment (famous faces/animals/man-made objects…Ojemann).

Grandmother cells seem to be a bogus idea.  Just to begin with, they are labelled as plural ("cells"), because many different cells light up when a certain face (ie. Jennifer Aniston) is displayed. This means that there may be a grouping of cells that fires in responce to a certain combination of stimuli (Jennifer's nose angle, her eye color, lip shape, etc), and I take that to mean that that particular group of cells has just learned to be efficiently packed together over the evolution of learning to recognize her face. Sabra Baran
	How might a subject respond only to Aniston images?

Pigeon category discrimination; rapid animal/non-animal (Thorpe)

Can it be possible to have a "grandmother cell/neuron" such as the ones the textbook was describing only firing for Jennifer Aniston's face just to identify a person or object - cars or birds for those enthusiests. Then, after the initial identification (which does not include orientation, color, movement, etc) in the IT cortex feedback to be be sent to lower and/or higher processing areas to detect all the details?  -Zsuzsa/ If grandmother cells were to be proven to be the case for vision, how would this even enable us to recognize an image any easier than in the basic early visual areas. When this neuron fires because of your perception of your grandmother, is it supposedly creating your conscious awareness that your grandmother is before you, or is it projecting to some other area that gives us this sense of recognition? With no idea of how this theory (or any like it) enables the conscious act of recognizing something, is this research even progressing anything? Or to use Marr's words, is it just showing that feathers do exist when flight is taking place. -James

At the very end of the chapter on page 278, the book says that Peter Lennie "points out that the adult human brain uses about 20% of the energy supply of the body at rest. In a child, this baseline figure rises to 50%." Why and how is a child's brain using more energy than an adult? Would this mean there are more neurons firing in a child than an adult? Does the larger brain to body mass ratio in children have anything to do with this? - Jody Mak
In pg 284 the book mentions the JND or just noticeable difference, in another class we discussed how previously displayed stimuli influence the perception of the following stimuli presented is this taken into account when finding the JND? -Steven Vargas


Chapter 12	Seeing and Psychophysics	281
There was a lot of math in this chapter. Do we need to understand all of the math, or do we just need to understand what the math lead to in the specific threshold and difference tests? -Jordan
Ch. 12: For the most part, this whole chapter confused me?? Psychometric functions along with all the other math functions were way over my head. - Chrystelle
http://vision.arc.nasa.gov/mathematica/psychophysica.html/

Week 7 Tuesday May 10:  TBA, or break (Don out of town)
Week 7 Thursday May 12:  PAPER DUE
Chapter 13	Seeing as Inference	307
This website explains the Bayesian Rule pretty well.  It shows how humans use previously acquired information in order to sort the visual information they are absorbing. http://arstechnica.com/science/news/2010/03/how-robots-think.ars/4
If Bayesian vision depends very much on the prior likelihook of seeing one thing in a certain context, does that mean that as babies we must spend time gaining experience in order to be able to make statistical inferences from past experience? Jordan
Chapter 13 question. I know the studies in ch 13 are very in depth and thorough, but have they tried experimenting on some of the tribes that live a primitive life without all the knowing of objects and animal knowledge we have grown up to know. Would it be the case that they too would fall into the illusions as the panda on page 309 and the elephant in page 314 or would they need prior experience to be tricked into seeing the full panda and not know what the figure is besides some black arranged dots? Adam
	http://www.psychologie.tu-dresden.de/i1/kaw/diverses%20Material/www.illusionworks.com/html/ames_room.html" http://www.psychologie.tu-dresden.de/i1/kaw/diverses%20Material/www.illusionworks.com/html/ames_room.html



In pg. 321 it mentions how Google makes use the Bayesian framework which is quite interesting and shows how it can be used for multiple applications. By what I get from it it helps sort data to find out what is the most probable cause of something. It would be interesting to see if we could use Bayesian framework to predict where certain natural phenomenon are more probable to occur or are the probable causes. –Steven
	Plus Bayes-enhanced decision making in daily life: cancer diagnosis…

I thought this comic was quite adorable - http://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/trapped.png .

Week 8 Tuesday May 17: 
Chapter 14	Seeing Motion, Part I	325
Chapter 15	Seeing Motion, Part II	355
A good illusion of motion:
http://www.wellesley.edu/Neuroscience/Faculty_page/Conway/science/MovingExperience.pdf
In Page 2 -John Tsiang
	Akiyoshi Kitaoka: http://www.psy.ritsumei.ac.jp/~akitaoka/rotsnakee.html" http://www.psy.ritsumei.ac.jp/~akitaoka/rotsnakee.html
	http://www.psy.ritsumei.ac.jp/~akitaoka/Bergene.html

I am confused about the ideal observer set-up on pg370, the prior probability was defined such that speeds close to 0 were highly probable. In motion detection wouldn't we want to pick some speed as the prior probability?  -Zsuzsa

Week 8 Thursday May 19:  
Chapter 16	Seeing Black, Gray, and White	373
This chapter was an attempt to explain specifically how we potentially see gray-scale vision. My question is, why is it so strongly presumed that just because color vision different receptors for different colors and gray-scale doesn't have its own receptors, why can these not be represented in exactly the same way in the brain? In other words, why can't a gray image be processed using the same contrasts creating the perception of the image as a colored image? -James
What is the  Whorfian Hypothesis and what does it have to do with the structure of our language? –John Tsiang
on pg.381 it mentions the scaling problem. I'm not sure if my understanding of it is correct but is it that our visual system needs to find a way to figure out what  a certain level of reflectance produces at different levels of illumination?
-Steven Vargas

This weeks question deals with figure 16.9 on page 382. Would another reason for our interpretation of the different grays being seen in the scene, be partially due to our expectancy to perceive objects being lighter all in one area and darker objects in the other area? Also in taking the gray dots through the whole scene would send mixed signals about the brain, thus making the dots in darker areas stand out more by pulling in a color that does not blend in with the scene creating the illusion. -Adam Shedek
In the book, there were two available solutions for the scaling problem, the max luminance rule and the grey world assumption. I was wondering how we would find luminance from an environment lacking these qualities. The book talked a little about it, but I would like to find more out. (Page 382) –Jordan
	Best estimator given natural statistics?

If someone has motion blindness, does that mean that mean that they have some form of photographic memory? It'd be interesting to test something like that...-Sabra
It was surprising and interesting to know that it is quite difficult to see black, grays, and white.  I, too, thought that blackness is registered simply as the absence of activity in nerve cells. It's interesting that blackness is coded by activity in a certain population of nerve cells, with greater activity coding a deeper black. (pg. 395). –Chrystelle
	Hering: dark room doesn’t appear as a good black

My question/comment/contention of chapter 16 
On pages 382-83 where the anchoring rules are discussed for solving the scaling problem. Isn't it possible that our brain is able to distinguish a source of illumination from a high luminance surface to use for as anchor? Most of the time it is obvious that a surface is not a source of illumination just has high reflectance, can it be some top down/higher level processing involved to determine that a piece of bright white paper is not a source of light so it can be used as an anchor. To me the maximum luminance rule seems quite reasonable. -Zsuzsa

Week 9 Tuesday May 24:  
Chapter 17	Seeing Color	397
On pg. 402, Land demonstrated that our ability to see color in a Mondrian figure is constant almost irrespective of the color of light used to illuminate that figure. However, he discovered that if a patch is shown in isolation from the rest of the figure then a change in illumination color does alter the perceived color of that chosen patch. What in the visual system takes account for this altered color perception? How does it happen? - Chrystelle

On pg.406 it talks about why we have three cones, about tetrachromats and about  animals that have more cones than humans. The book says that the reason for not having many cones is we would be sacrificing visual acuity. So I was wondering due tetrachromats have worse visual acuity than normal and does having one more cone help them discriminate color better than trichromats? -Steven Vargas
In the book it said the primary color area of the brain seems to be v4. -How do we know this? (pg 412) –Jordan
So we have three different cone receptors that each differentially respond to different wavelengths that creates our perception of the color red for instance. But does this imply that my perception of red is in any way similar to anyone else's, or is it simply that we can each consistently call our potentially very different experience of this wavelength red. –James
Why is it that most color blindness is most common in males verses females and why is it that it is they type distinguishing red from green when evolutionary speaking, humans/apes/monkeys are dependent on seeing red for fruit in trees? -Adam
Week 9 Thursday May 26: 
Chapter 18	Seeing with Two Eyes, Part I	419

Chapter 19	Seeing with Two Eyes, Part II	465


Week 10 Tuesday May 31: The Symbolic Representation and its Computation
 Chapter 20	Seeing by Combining Cues	497

Chapter 21	Seeing in the Blocks World	511

Week 10 Thursday June 2:  Perception as a constructive process; Review  
Chapter 22	Seeing and Consciousness	527
I was wondering how someone's perception is affected if they are rodless and coneless. I came across this paragraph but did not think there was any vision if an individual is rodless & coneless. Therefore, I'm confused in how to interpret this:
Farhan H. Zaidi and colleagues published pioneering work using rodless coneless humans. Current Biology subsequently announced in their 2008 editorial, commentary and despatches to scientists and ophthalmologists, that the non-rod non-cone photoreceptor had been conclusively discovered in humans using landmark experiments on rodless coneless humans by Zaidi and colleagues. As had been found in other mammals, the identity of the non-rod non-cone photoreceptor in humans was found to be a ganglion cell in the inner retina. The workers had tracked down patients with rare diseases wiping out classic rod and cone photoreceptor function but preserving ganglion cell function. Despite having no rods or cones the patients continued to exhibit circadian photoentrainment, circadian behavioural patterns, melanopsin suppression, and pupil reactions, with peak spectral sensitivities to environmental and experimental light matching that for the melanopsin photopigment. Their brains could also associate vision with light of this frequency.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photosensitive_ganglion_cell
F:\159\GenaMelanopsin.pdf 
Chapter 23	Seeing Summarized	539


